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POLL: How
prepared are you
for the end of the
transition?

Content
•

The need to complete customs declarations

•

3-phase plan for checks on importing

•

Overview of the Border Operating Model

•

What is GVMS and what do exporters need to know
about it

•

Rules of origin and tariffs in a post-Brexit landscape

•

What services exporters need to know
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Introduction: trading in 2021
On the 31st December 2020 the transition period ends and after decades of trading within the Single
Market and Customs Union UK and EU businesses must prepare for differences in how we trade.
A lot of these changes will apply irrespective of whether there is a trade deal between the UK and EU
• A trade deal may result in zero tariffs but this would be the ‘best case’ scenario
Tariffs would apply in the event of no trade deal,
• customs declarations and safety & security declarations will be required whatever happens
The requirement for customs declarations also introduces new requirements around documentation,
origin, valuation and customs compliance.

The EU have advised ALL new procedures will
be required from the 1st January (this applies
to GB exports to the EU)
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UK are introducing some phasing of import
controls and some ‘easements’ such as
Postponed VAT accounting
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Requirements for
Customs
Declarations
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Customs declarations
From January 2021 goods moving between the UK and EU will move between different customs territories
and will require customs declarations, comprising:
• An outbound (export) customs declaration for goods leaving one customs territory
→ leaving the UK, or EU
• An inbound (import) customs declaration for goods entering the other customs territory
→ entering the UK, or EU

Irrespective of who makes the customs
declaration, liability for the declaration, and
all the parts of the declaration lays with the
trader (the importer or exporter)
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Incoterms determine who – the importer or the
exporter - is responsible for the declaration
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Post-Transition planning should start with the trade journey
Export
Stage

Goods
available
at
Exporters
premises
(GB or EU)

Goods
unloaded
at port of
arrival

The European Trade Journey will change from January 2021, although Transit can apply
Goods
loaded
onto
lorry

Goods
require to
clear
customs at
port of
arrival

Lorry from
exporter’s
premises to
port
of dispatch

Vessel sales
from port of
dispatch to
port of
arrival

Goods
require to
clear
Customs at
port of
dispatch

Goods
loaded on
board the
vessel

Goods clear
customs at
port of
dispatch

Goods leave
GB or EU

Please note this
could be
▪ GB to Republic
of Ireland
▪ GB to Rest of EU
▪ Republic of
Ireland to GB
▪ Rest of EU to GB

Import
Stage
Goods are
now in a
different
customs
territory: EU
or GB

Goods
loaded onto
lorry at Port

Lorry from
Port to
destination

Goods arrive
at
destination

Goods
unloaded
from
lorry at
destination
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Exports to EU or GB –what is different from January 2021
Export
Stage
Goods
available
at
Exporters
premises

Export
Customs
Declaration
required
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Here are some examples – there are more!
Duty Suspension can apply
Goods
loaded
onto
lorry

Exports zero
rated for VAT
-Intrastat still
applies in
2021

Lorry from
exporter’s
premises to
port
of dispatch

Requirement for
Safety and
Security exit
declaration

Goods
require to
clear
Customs at
port of
dispatch

Requirements
on Labelling,
Analysis and
Goods Placed
on the market

Origin
Certificates

Carnet
required for
Temporary
Exports

Wooden
Packaging
must be ISPM
15 compliant
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Imports into the EU or GB –what is different from January 2021
Here are some examples – there are more!
Duty suspension can apply

Import
Stage
Goods clear
Customs at
Port of
Arrival

Goods
loaded onto
lorry at
Port of
Arrival

Possible
Import Tariffs
(if no UK:EU
Trade deal)
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Lorry from
Port of Arrival
to Destination

Import
Customs
Declaration
required

Goods arrive
at
Destination

Compliance
on Labelling,
Compliance,
Origin and
Goods
placed on
the market

Goods
unloaded
from
lorry at
Destination

Import VAT
payable
upon
importation,
unless VAT
deferment

Entry Safety
and Security
declaration

Wooden
Packaging
must be ISPM
15 compliant
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UK Border Operating Model
-Three stage import control procedures from 1 January 2021
Stage One from 1st
January

•
•
•
•
•

Declarations on Standard Goods can be deferred for up to six months from date of import
Main benefit of this may be to defer payment if import duty is payable
Achieved by a process called EIDR (Entry into Declarants Records)
Controlled goods (excise, military) will require full declarations
Imports of live animals and high risk plants require full certification and pre-notification, with
inspection of point of destination

Stage Two from 1st April

•
•

Products of Animal Origin require full certification and pre-notification
Inspection for products of animal origin at point of destination

Stage Three from 1st
July

Full import controls (see below)

Intrastat
remains
in 2021

•

Full customs declarations will
be required for all goods

•

Relevant tariffs must be paid

•

Full Safety and Security declarations
will be required

•

SPS products will have an
increase in physical checks
and samples taken

•

Checks for animals, plants
and their products will now
take place at GB Border
Control Posts and not at
destination

• If the deferral process is used
businesses – or their agent - must be
approved for CFSP (Customs Freight
Simplified Procedures) to make the
full customs declaration
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UK: sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) controls from 1st January 2021
Live Animals

Animal Products

There will also be identify and physical checks at the
point of destination or other approved premises on all
high-risk live animals (cows, pigs and sheep) and plants.

Fish

Shellfish and
their Products

All imports of live animals and high-risk plants
and plant products will require pre-notification
and health documentation.

Plants and Plant
Products
Imports of high-risk
animal by-products (ABP)
will also need prenotification.

Documentary checks will be carried out remotely.
At this stage they will not need to enter GB through a
Border Control Post.
Pre-Notification

Importers provide advance notice of a consignment’s arrival into GB. Import notification through IPAFFS
(Import of Products, Animals, Food and Feed System) providing details of consignment, such as country
of origin, place of destination, specific species/product and details for importer, exporter and
transporter.

Health Certificate

Accompanies the consignment during its journey. The exporter must obtain this Certificate from country
of origin’s competent authority

Identity Check

Visual inspection of consignment to verify its content and labelling corresponds to information in
accompanying documentation

Physical Check

To verify goods are compliant with the SPS import requirements for GB; includes, as appropriate, checks
on consignment’s packaging, means of transport and labelling. Temperature sampling for analysis,
laboratory testing or diagnosis may also be required

Pre-authorisation is required by Defra/APHA of Category 1 material, Category 2 material and meat-and-bone meal or
animal fat derived from Category 1 and Category 2 materials prior to any imports taking place
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Responsibility for customs declaration and paperwork
Responsibility depends on the Incoterms (International Commercial Terms) agreed

Trade and Customs law requires that the trader making the declaration recognises certain responsibilities
Selecting
correct
Commodity
Code

Declaring
correct
valuation of
goods

Declarant of
Record

VAT

Maintaining
Proof of Export
/ Import

Licenses

Requirement
for separate
Safety and
Security
declarations (by
haulier?)

Commodity codes are vital to international trade; the correct code must be used
❑ they determine the level of any import duties, tariffs and VAT to be levied on products
❑ they also determine licensing and compliance requirements for the product
❑ care should be taken if you are using a code in the ‘Other’ category, possibly seek a Binding Tariff Information
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Incoterms® determine obligations for exporter and importer
Examples of Incoterms® used for GB to EU trade
EXW (EX Works)
Maximum responsibility for
European buyer

FCA (Free Carrier)
UK exporter responsible for
loading of goods and is
declarant of record in UK

DDP (Delivered Duty Paid)
Maximum responsibility for UK
exporter with EU EORI and EU
VAT number*
Declarant of Record

DAP (Delivered at Place)
European buyer responsible
as declarant of record in EU
and for any import duties
and VAT

UK exporters must maintain full ‘proof of export’ files with C88 (Single Administrative Document),
Transport Document and Commercial Documents
*In some sectors UK exporters may
feel they have to take responsibility
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The Importer (Declarant) of Record
The declarant is the person “responsible” for the import
They must ensure the goods are;
-legitimate, -correctly valued, and declared upon import
With responsibility for;
• any import duty, and VAT
• the accuracy of information in the declaration
• the authenticity of documents
• compliance with all obligations (e.g. licenses)
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Making a customs declaration: your choices
Use a customs
intermediary
(forwarder, agent, broker)

Make your own
declarations (software,
badges required)

The good news is that grant
funding is available to you now
if you to choose to make your
own declarations
https://www.export.org.uk/pag
e/CustomsGrants
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VAT implications – trade in goods
The general principle is that from 1st January 2021 VAT becomes payable on imported goods, at the time
of import
IMPORTS INTO THE UK
In the UK Postponed VAT Accounting will
be available
-as a result of this UK VAT registered
businesses can account for VAT on their
VAT return

IMPORTS INTO THE EU

UK exports will zero rate their exports for
VAT, but must maintain proof of export
Import VAT will be payable on importation
unless deferment of VAT can be arranged
(usually supported by a bank guarantee)

-this also applies for imported goods from
the Rest of the World

Discussion is required with your European
customers

-you do not need to be authorised to use
Postponed VAT Accounting

If selling on DDP terms the UK exporter is
responsible for import VAT and must
consider their liability (some EU countries
require a fiscal representative)
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Triangulation post transition period
Unless there is a specific EU:UK Post Transition period UK businesses will no longer
be able to benefit from triangulation simplification when arranging supplies between
two different member states.
•

UK businesses will need a VAT registration in the member state supplying the
goods e.g. goods supplied France – UK – Germany.

The UK intermediary will need a French VAT registration (noting requirement for fiscal
representation).
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GB: NI trade
GB: NI Trade will have additional requirements
Customs Declarations

Customs declarations will be required for goods entering NI (as
these goods are entering the territory of the European Union)
The scope of declaration requirements is to be fully determined

Safety and Security
Declarations

Safety and Security declarations will be required on goods exiting
the UK, and goods entering NI

‘At Risk’ Goods

Goods at risk of moving from NI to Republic of Ireland may be
subject to tariffs (if tariffs apply)

Inspection (SPS) Checks

SPS checks will be required on goods entering NI from GB
-e.g. products of animal origin

WWW.EXPORT.ORG.UK
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POLL: If you trade
goods, how will you
go about completing
customs
declarations?

GVMS (goods vehicle movement service)
GVMS is under development
https://developer.service.hmrc.gov.uk/guides/gvms-end-to-end-serviceguide/#overview
GVMS will link declaration references
together.
The intention is that the the person moving
goods only needs to present one
reference at the border to prove that their
goods have pre-lodged declarations.
By linking the movement of goods to
declarations, they can be automatically
arrived and departed in HMRC systems in
near-real-time.
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Pre-lodged declaration references - e.g.
from CHIEF / Transit reference - will need
to be linked together within a single
Goods Movement Record (GMR).
Carriers will require hauliers to give them
the reference generated by a GMR (the
Goods Movement Reference or gmrId)
when they arrive to use the crossings.
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Rules of origin
Origin is the ‘economic’
nationality of goods
traded.
Businesses must check if
they can meet the Origin
requirements for their
products.

In event of a trade deal
between EU and UK
preferential origin must
be met (although rules of
cumulation should apply
for UK and EU content)
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• Used for the application of
measures such as anti-dumping
and countervailing duties, trade
embargoes, safeguard
measures, origin marking
requirements, quotas and trade
statistics

NONPREFERENTIAL
ORIGIN
Equally UK
exporters must
meet Origin
requirements for
UK trade deals
with other
countries globally

• Applies to goods from particular
countries where they fulfil the
rules of origin for the relevant
preferential arrangement to
benefit from reduced or zero
customs duty

PREFERENTIAL
ORIGIN

UK exporters to EU
may impact the
origin (content) of
EU exports under
EU trade deals
and could impact
supply chains
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Service exporters
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Further considerations
No, Brexit also impacts trade in services
A sample of the issues is provided below (some of these also further
impact businesses trading in goods)

GDPR
-use of Standard
Contractual Clauses
-Will there be
Adequacy / Mutual
Recognition?

Intellectual Property
Protection
-new UK Trade Mark

UK:EU Trade
discussions may cover
recognition of
professional
qualifications

Business Travel
-definition of ‘short
stay’ without Visa
-driving in the EU

VAT on Trade in
Services
-place of supply rule

UK Nationals living
and working in the EU

Access to European
markets to sell
services; to be
negotiated in a trade
agreement
(fallback position
WTO General
Agreement on Trade
in Services)

Open General Export
License for exports
subject to dual use
goods
-Encrypted Software
may require a license
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For EU Settlement
Scheme
-please see next slide

Legal Terms
and
Conditions are
important for
all businesses
-governing
law
-arbitration /
dispute
resolution
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EU Settlement Scheme
https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/applying-for-settled-status
Benefits
•

work in the UK

•

use the NHS

•

enrol in education or continue studying

•

access public funds such as benefits and pensions,
if you are eligible for them

•

travel in and out of the UK

EU Settlement Scheme
Up to end of June 3.71 million
applications
3.46 million EU nationals have been
granted settlement status
57% (1,978,700) have settled status (5

years UK residency)

41% (1,423,300) have pre-settled status

(less than 5 years residency)

From January 2021 the UK is introducing a new points-based immigration system
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/new-immigration-system-what-you-need-to-know
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Data protection
The emphasis is on the EU and UK signing an adequacy agreement before the end of the transition period
• Data adequacy is a status granted by the European Commission to countries outside
the European Economic Area who provide a level of personal data protection comparable to that
provided in European law.

All businesses should read:
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protectionat-the-end-of-the-transition-period/
The guidance states that
“If you are a UK business or organisation that receives personal data from contacts in the EEA,
you need to take extra steps to ensure that the data can continue to flow at the end of the
transition period”.
Furthermore
“For most businesses and organisations, SCCs (Standard Contractual Clauses) are the best way
to keep data flowing to the UK. Use our SCC Interactive Guidance tool to help you.
Make sure you review your privacy information and documentation to identify any minor
changes that need to be made at the end of the transition period.”
Binding Corporate Rules may be applicable for businesses in a group company structure
WWW.EXPORT.ORG.UK
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Trademarks
At the end of the transition period:
1. New UK trade mark registrations automatically created mirroring their EU counterpart registrations;
2. For any pending EU trade mark applications, owners will have 9 months to file a UK application which
mirrors their EU application and will benefit from the same filing and priority dates.
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Post and parcels
Customs declaration in place for movement of goods by post
and parcel between UK and Rest of World WILL apply to
movements between GB and EU
Postal consignments
imported into GB by
the Royal Mail Group
require use of
CN22/CN23 customs
forms

For goods moved into
GB by parcel operators
a customs declaration
will need to be
submitted

UNLESS the parcel
operator is authorised
(through an MOU) to
submit a bulked
customs declaration*

The same principles
apply to Exports
• EU trade becomes
the same as Rest of
World trade

Monetary limit for these arrangements is £873.00 per individual consignment; controlled goods
excluded.
Operators approved before 1St May 2016 can continue to use arrangements up to the £5000 limit,
but when transferring to CDS (new customs declaration system) will need to comply with nonstat/low-value limits.
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Imported goods not exceeding £135
Imported goods not exceeding £135
(import VAT no longer due at border)

Businesses selling goods imported into UK require to charge and collect any VAT due at time of sale and
• require to register for VAT in UK and to account for the VAT due on their VAT return.
For sales through an online marketplace it is the marketplace that requires to register for UK VAT and
account for VAT due on their return.
UK VAT registered businesses importing goods that have not been charged VAT at time of
purchase will require to account for VAT on their VAT return under the reverse charge method.
Low value consignment relief will be withdrawn and VAT will be charged on the goods as if they were
supplied in UK
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POLL: If you trade
services, what do
you consider to be
the biggest potential
issue posttransition?

Live Q&A
Ask your question to our experts using the
questions box in your interactive control panel

The Institute of Export & International Trade
•

•

•

•

•

Prepare for Brexit with grant-funded training courses

Stay up-to-date with our daily bulletin
Read up on trade with a wealth of online resources

Industry recognition and continuing professional development
Network and share best practice with fellow traders
institute@export.org.uk
01733 404400
www.export.org.uk

